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1. Introduction

Molecular electrical doping is a powerful 
approach to control the charge carrier den-
sity and Fermi level position in organic 
semiconductors. By adding strong mole-
cular electron acceptors (p-type doping) 
or donors (n-type doping), the density 
of positive or negative charge carriers, 
respectively, can be increased significantly. 
Precise control of the electronic proper-
ties of organic semiconductors is essential 
to enhance the performance of electronic 
devices such as organic light-emitting 
diodes, organic photovoltaic cells, and 
organic field-effect transistors.[1–4] To date, 
efficient n-type doping of organic semi-
conductors remains challenging. While a 
variety of stable molecular p-dopants has 
been successfully deployed in electronic 

devices during the past decade,[5–7] the performance of doped 
electron-transport materials is still limited.[8–10] One key cri-
terion for selecting n-dopants is their ionization energy (IE), 
which should be lower than the electron affinity (EA) of the 
semiconducting host to facilitate integer charge transfer. Conse-
quently, many n-dopants exhibit a high susceptibility to oxida-
tion and are unstable in air.[8,11–14] Alkali metals can be employed 
as strong reducing agents, but these small atoms tend to dif-
fuse throughout the organic layer, resulting in device instabili-
ties.[9,15] Therefore, molecular dopants were introduced, which 
have a lower tendency to diffuse due to their larger size. Among 
the materials available for organic semiconductor n-doping, 
such as tetrathianaphthacene (TTN) and the radical obtained 
on heating 2-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1,3-dimeth-yl-1H-benzoim-
idazol-3-ium chloride (o-MeO-DMBI-Cl),[16,17] metal–organic 
compounds like bis(terpyridine)ruthenium(II) ([Ru(terpy)2]0), 
and organometallic sandwich compounds like cobaltocene 
(CoCp2) and decamethylcobaltocene (CoCp*

2), having a low 
IE, have proven to act as efficient electron donors.[18–20] How-
ever, instability of the neutral state in air and high vapor pres-
sure complicate the handling of these materials, making them 
problematic from an application point of view. This issue was 
partially circumvented by utilizing organometallic dimers, 
e.g., (pentamethyl-cyclopentadienyl)(cyclopentadienyl)rho-
dium dimer ([RhCp*Cp]2) and (pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)
(1,3,5-trimethylbenzene)ruthenium dimer ([RuCp*Mes]2). 
These dimers consist of two organometallic monomers, where 
a group 8 metal (e.g., ruthenium) or a group 9 metal (e.g., 
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rhodium) is sandwiched between a cyclopentadienyl and an 
arene group or two cyclopentadienyl groups, respectively. Their 
18-electron configurations lead to moderate air stability.[12,21,22] 
These compounds are well suited for n-type doping, since, for 
example, the air-stable [RhCp*Cp]2 dimer can dissociate into 
two monomers with a 19-electron configuration when heated, 
resulting in two highly reducing monomers. As the second key 
criterion for dopant selection, the abovementioned diffusion of 
molecular dopants should be minimized in order to improve 
device stability.[23,24] Attaching bulky and inert side groups 
could help inhibit diffusion. This strategy also increases the 
distance between the ionized semiconductor segment and the 
dopant counterion, which is anticipated to result in decreased 
Coulomb interaction and thus improved charge carrier trans-
port properties.[25,26]

Considering the two abovementioned dopant-selection cri-
teria, we chose to investigate the n-doping capability of the 
metallocene 1,2,3,4,1′,2′,3′,4′-octaphenylrhodocene[27] (OPR, 
(C5HPh4)2Rh, see Figure 1 for chemical structure). Like cobal-
tocene, OPR is a monomeric 19-electron sandwich compound, 
acting as a strong reducing agent (we find an oxidation poten-
tial of ≈−1.5 V vs FeCp2

+/FeCp2, measured on a salt of the cor-
responding cation, (OPR)PF6, in CH2Cl2 solution containing 
0.1 m NBu4PF6 as supporting electrolyte with differential pulse 
voltammetry; this is similar to values previously reported in 
other solvents[27] and corresponds to an IE of ≈3.3 eV. It under-
goes a one-electron oxidation to obtain a cation in which the 
metal center has a stable 18-electron configuration.[12] The eight 
peripheral phenyl groups render OPR significantly more bulky 
than CoCp2 or CoCp*

2. As organic semiconductor, we chose 
the widely used electron-transporting polymer poly{[N,N′-
bis(2-octyldodecyl)naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-
diyl]-alt-5,5′-(2,2′-bithiophene)} [P(NDI2OD-T2)], chemical 
structure shown in Figure  1), which has a rather high EA of 
3.95 eV (corresponding to a reduction potential of ≈−1.0 V vs 
FeCp2

+/FeCp2, which we measure in CH2Cl2 solution con-
taining 0.1 m NBu4PF6 as supporting electrolyte with dif-
ferential pulse voltammetry, with similar values measured 
using a variety of techniques and media in a variety of other 
literature studies).[22,28,29] For OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2)  
films, we observe a bulk conductivity enhancement by three 
orders of magnitude, and the contact resistance to indium tin 
oxide (ITO) electrodes is decreased by about five orders of mag-
nitude. The latter is due to an accumulation of dopants at the 

ITO interface, where electron transfer from OPR to the elec-
trode lowers the work function and thus electron injection bar-
rier into P(NDI2OD-T2). Optical absorption spectroscopy and 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) reveal that the bulk 
conductivity increase has two contributions. Low-level doping 
increases the electron density in the polymer and trap filling 
enhances the charge carrier mobility.

2. Results and Discussion

The bulk conductivity and contact resistance of P(NDI2OD-
T2) films cast from chlorobenzene (CB) solutions of polymer 
and dopant measured in two-terminal devices as a function of 
dopant concentration are plotted in Figure 2. The conductivity 
increases by up to three orders of magnitude with increasing 
dopant concentration, reaching a value of 1.1  × 10−4 S  cm–1 at 
9% dopant concentration. Since the conductance of the pristine 
P(NDI2OD-T2) film prepared from CB was too low to provide a 
reliable signal, a reference conductivity value of 2 × 10−7 S cm–1 
is taken from a previous P(NDI2OD-T2) study as upper limit.[30] 
Although using the same method as in that study, a variation 
in conductance can be due to the use of different solvents and 
processing conditions, as these parameters affect the polymer 
morphology and thus conductivity.[31–33] However, use of this 
reference value allows establishing an increase in conductivity 
by at least three orders of magnitude upon doping. The contact 
resistance to the ITO electrodes is reduced by about five orders 
of magnitude, from 5.2 × 1010 Ω (reference value taken from a 
previous study[30]) to 3.1 × 105 Ω for the highest dopant concen-
tration. It should be noted that the blip in conductivity and dip 
in contact resistance at 2% dopant concentration, respectively, 
has no significance. It is within the experimental error and 
appears overamplified due to the logarithmic scale. The values 
are similar within the measurement uncertainties. The cur-
rent versus voltage and resistance versus channel length curves 
of the plane two-terminal P(NDI2OD-T2) devices for different 
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of P(NDI2OD-T2) and the n-dopant OPR 
[(C5HPh4)2Rh].

Figure 2. Conductivity and contact resistance of OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-
T2) thin films as a function of dopant concentration measured under inert 
nitrogen atmosphere. The values for the undoped P(NDI2OD-T2) film are 
taken from literature.[30]
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dopant concentration are shown in Figure S1, Supporting  
Information. To unravel the causes of contact resistance 
decrease and bulk conductivity increase, we employed ultra-
violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), X-ray photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS), UV–vis–NIR absorption, and EPR 
measurements.

Photoelectron spectroscopy was used to clarify whether the 
decreased contact resistance is predominantly due to polymer/
electrode interface effects or due to efficient bulk doping of the 

polymer. At first, secondary electron cutoff (SECO) spectra of 
OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films were measured, displayed in 
Figure 3. The pristine P(NDI2OD-T2) film on ITO gives a work 
function of 4.5 eV, while the work function of bare ITO is 4.7 eV.  
Such work function reduction is in line with the expected 
push-back effect for conductive oxide surfaces.[34] A film of 1% 
OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) on ITO reduces the work function 
to 4.0 eV. Higher dopant concentrations do not lead to any fur-
ther work function reduction because the Fermi level is appar-
ently pinned at the P(NDI2OD-T2) conduction band (≈3.95 eV)  
at 1% dopant concentration.[22,30,35] The pronounced work 
function decrease of 0.5 eV is unexpected for such low dopant 
concentration, and could indicate a preferential accumulation 
of OPR molecules at the ITO electrode. In this scenario, elec-
tron transfer from the dopants to ITO could occur, leading to 
a decrease of the electrode work function.[36–39] This hypothesis 
is supported by the observation that deposition of OPR directly 
onto ITO (OPR film thickness of about 5 nm) gives a work func-
tion of 3.9 eV, i.e., almost equal to that of doped P(NDI2OD-
T2) films. Furthermore, ITO coated with polyethylenimine 
(PEI) also induced Fermi level pinning at the P(NDI2OD-T2) 
conduction band, and the resulting sample work function was 
also 4.0 eV.[30] However, the polymer PEI is not a one-electron 
reductant as is OPR, and the reason for work function reduc-
tion was related to its intrinsic dipole moment instead of elec-
tron transfer.[40]

To confirm the accumulation of OPR at the interface to 
ITO, XPS measurements were performed for a 9% doped 
P(NDI2OD-T2) film, and after peeling this film from the ITO 
substrate with adhesive tape. While scans of the Rh 3p core level 
region for the intact film did not indicate the presence of OPR 
near the polymer film surface, a clear Rh 3p signal was detected 
after peeling (see Figure 4a). Sulfur and nitrogen core level sig-
nals were absent after peeling, showing that P(NDI2OD-T2) was 
effectively removed. These observations provide clear evidence 
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Figure 3. UPS SECO spectra of pristine OPR and P(NDI2OD-T2), ITO, 
and OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films. Φ stands for the work function. All 
spectra are normalized and vertically shifted for clarity.

Figure 4. a) XPS detail scans of the Rh 3p region of 9% OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) film before (bottom) and after (top) film removal. The spectra are 
normalized with respect to each other. b) UPS SECO spectra of ITO, 9% OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) film before and after the film removal procedure. 
Φ represents the work function. All spectra are normalized and vertically shifted for clarity.
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for the preferential accumulation of OPR at ITO, and a very low 
dopant concentration near the polymer surface, possibly even 
in the bulk. Additionally, the sample work function increased 
just slightly after peeling (by 0.2 eV, see Figure  4b). This sug-
gests that the contact resistance decrease is indeed rather due 
to Fermi level pinning, and thus a minimized electron injection 
barrier, rather than high-level polymer bulk doping.

Next, we examine the reasons underlying the observed bulk 
conductivity increase of OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2). Optical 
absorption spectroscopy was performed because character-
istic absorption features of polarons, being the charged state 
of a polymer segment, would be a direct manifestation of 
doping. The spectra in Figure 5a show the typical absorption 
of P(NDI2OD-T2) films, in agreement with literature.[41,42] The 
peak at 1.8 eV is associated with a transition with bithiophene 
to naphthalene bis(dicarboximide) charge-transfer character; 
the peak at 3.1 eV is due to a localized transition associated with  
the acceptor moiety.[42,43] OPR exhibits only weak absorption in the 
energy range shown here. Upon addition of OPR to P(NDI2OD-T2),  
no additional absorption features appear and the spectra up to 
9% dopant concentration are virtually identical. Since the optical 
spectra of doped P(NDI2OD-T2) show additional polaron peaks 
at ≈2.6 and 1.6 eV,[41,42] the density of polarons induced by doping 
with up to 9% OPR under the present conditions is below the 
detection limit of standard absorption spectroscopy.

EPR measurements were thus performed, which enable 
the detection of unpaired spins with higher sensitivity. The 
first-derivative continuous wave EPR spectra of undoped and 
9% doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films are depicted in Figure  5b. 
The pristine polymer film exhibits a very faint signal. The 
doped P(NDI2OD-T2) film gives a notable EPR signal at a 
g-value of about 2.0035  ±  0.0005, which is in agreement with 
literature values for the radical anions of P(NDI2OD-T2) and 
the corresponding monomer obtained upon doping with 
tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene (TDAE).[44,45] No contribu-
tions to the EPR spectrum attributable to dopant species were 
detected in the room-temperature EPR measurements. This is 
consistent with expectations for both the OPR cation, which 
is a closed-shell 18-electron species, and neutral OPR, which, 
along with other 19-electron metallocenes, is not detectable at 
room temperature due to fast relaxation.[27] The observed signal 

is thus attributed exclusively to radical anions on the polymer 
backbone and spin quantification gives a spin density of 
≤(1.2 ± 0.5) × 1016 cm−3 (≈1.8 × 10−5 spins per polymer repeating 
unit) and about (9.7  ±  2.6)  ×  1016 cm−3 (≈1.4  ×  10−4 spins per 
polymer repeating unit) for the undoped and doped films, 
respectively. The spin density in 9% OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) 
films is thus increased by only one order of magnitude, indi-
cating very ineffective doping because the nominal dopant con-
centration in solution was almost 10−1 per polymer repeat unit. 
The small increase in charge-carrier density is in line with an 
OPR level in the polymer film sufficiently low as to be unde-
tectable by XPS. This is in line with the finding from XPS dis-
cussed above that OPR accumulates at the ITO interface.

As a side note, the observed structure of the EPR spectrum 
of the doped P(NDI2OD-T2) film is likely a result of g-aniso-
tropy as well as anisotropic hyperfine interactions between the 
unpaired electron spin and the nitrogen and hydrogen nuclei in 
P(NDI2OD-T2). The line shape may additionally be affected by 
partial ordering in the films. The observation of a clear asym-
metry in the EPR spectra of the OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2)  
films investigated in this study, in contrast to previous meas-
urements on PEI-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films prepared from 
chloroform that showed symmetric EPR signals,[30] could 
potentially be due to averaging of the anisotropic interactions 
due to fast hopping and/or exchange in the previously studied 
films with a significantly higher spin density or to differences 
in molecular ordering. An in-depth analysis of the EPR results 
is, however, beyond the scope of the present work.

Having established that OPR accumulates at ITO and sig-
nificantly reduces the electron injection barrier and having 
detected only low-level doping of P(NDI2OD-T2) with OPR by 
EPR, the observed increase in conductivity by three orders of 
magnitude remains to be explained. Since we did not observe 
apparent morphology differences between doped and undoped 
polymer films, significant differences in molecular packing and 
thus carrier mobility seem unlikely. In organic semiconduc-
tors, however, the carrier mobility can be significantly reduced 
by gap states that act as traps for charge carriers. Besides trap 
states that originate from impurities and static or dynamic 
disorder in the semiconductor,[46–48] oxygen- and water-related 
traps were also found to limit electron transport.[49] Since 
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Figure 5. a) Optical absorption spectra of OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2). All spectra are normalized to their highest absorbance peak. b) X-band con-
tinuous wave EPR spectra recorded for undoped and 9% OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films at room temperature.
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the EA of P(NDI2OD-T2) is higher than that of oxygen- and 
water-related traps in films, hydrated oxygen complexes can 
be excluded as possible causes for trap states. The increase of 
charge carrier density due to doping leads to trap-filling, ren-
dering them electronically inactive. This compares well with 
previous observations. Higgins et  al. have shown that existing 
trap states in undoped P(NDI2OD-T2) can be rendered electron-
ically inert by ultralow n-doping of the polymer with the dimer 
[RhCp*Cp]2, resulting in an increased electron mobility by two 
orders of magnitude.[31] Similarly, Olthof et al. have shown that 
the addition of [RuCp*Mes]2 to the fullerene C60 leads to filling 
of trap states, increasing the mobility by nearly three orders of 
magnitude.[50]

As a further check, Fermi–Dirac statistics and Gaussian den-
sity of states were used in order to estimate the dependence of 
the Fermi level shift on the charge carrier density.[51] As can be 
seen from Figure S2, Supporting Information, a Fermi level 
shift by 0.5 eV (as determined for all OPR-doped films from 
the work function behavior, see Figure 3) requires an increase 
in electron density of almost six orders of magnitude. Since 
the film conductivity was enhanced by only up to three orders 
of magnitude and EPR gave only one order of magnitude car-
rier density increase, the decrease in work function cannot be 
assigned to doping of P(NDI2OD-T2) itself but must be due to 
the OPR-induced work function reduction of ITO. The induced 
Fermi level shift of several hundred meV by a dipole at the 
semi conductor/ITO interface is also supported by considering 
the following. Assuming electrostatic potential changes perpen-
dicular to the interface plane, the simplest case of an unper-
turbed interface dipole can be described via the Helmholtz 
equation[52]

e n p· ·
·0 r

φ
ε ε

∆ = ⊥  (1)

where n is the number of transferred charges per unit area, p⊥ 
is the dipole magnitude perpendicular to the plane, e the ele-
mentary charge, and ε0 and εr the vacuum and relative dielectric  
permittivity. Assuming reasonable values of 0.2 molecules nm–2,  
a molecule–metal bonding distance of 0.5 nm to obtain p⊥, and 
a typical dielectric constant value for organic semiconductors of 
3, yields a work function change of 0.6 eV. Therefore, the work 
function reduction can indeed be assigned to interface dipole 
formation due to OPR-ITO charge transfer.

The remaining question is why P(NDI2OD-T2) is barely 
doped when films are cast from CB solution, despite the fact 
that the oxidation potential of OPR is at a significantly more 
cathodic potential than the reduction potential of P(NDI2OD-
T2). In fact, we found that notable doping of P(NDI2OD-T2) 
occurred when OPR, dissolved in tetrahydrofuran, was depos-
ited by drop-casting onto a pristine polymer film (see Figure S3,  
Supporting Information). For this sequential doping, we 
observe the clear emergence of the two polaron absorption fea-
tures at about 1.4 and 2.6 eV. Therefore, we propose that the 
solvation-shell of OPR and its ≈10 times lower solubility com-
pared to P(NDI2OD-T2) in CB cause the observed behavior. The 
solvation-shell and the bulky phenyl peripheral groups of the 
dopant result in a long distance between the OPR metal center 
and solvated polymer chains. This would effectively suppress 

charge transfer between the two components already in solu-
tion, which we indeed observe in experiment (see Figure S4, 
Supporting Information). During film formation, the solvent 
evaporates and OPR precipitates at the substrate before the 
polymer does, because of the different solubility, in particular 
the poor solubility of neutral OPR arising from its large size 
and its ability to engage in extensive van der Waals interactions 
with its neighbors. This mechanism is in line with the experi-
mental observations and highlights the importance of adjusting 
many dopant properties simultaneously to achieve superior 
doping in thin films.

3. Conclusions

The n-type dopant OPR mixed with the electron conducting 
polymer semiconductor P(NDI2OD-T2) in CB solution under-
goes negligible charge transfer in solution prior to film for-
mation, as result of weak electronic coupling imposed by the 
solvation-shell and the dopant’s bulky peripheral groups. During 
thin film formation, the lower solubility of the dopant compared 
to the polymer leads to accumulation of OPR at the ITO sub-
strate. Here, electron transfer from OPR to ITO occurs, which 
lowers the electrode’s work function by 0.5 eV and minimizes the 
electron injection barrier into the polymer via Fermi level pin-
ning. Residual OPR within the polymer bulk leads to low-level 
doping and increased film conductivity by up to one order of 
magnitude. A simultaneous further boost of conductivity by two 
orders of magnitude is ascribed to trap filling and concomitant 
charge carrier mobility increase. Importantly, the combination of 
methods employed here to derive a coherent understanding of 
the phenomena occurring in OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) films 
demonstrates that the observation of a Fermi level shift in photo-
emission spectroscopy is not sufficient to conclude on effective 
doping. Rather, preferential dopant migration towards the con-
ductive substrate and alteration of its work function can mimic 
the effects expected for doping. We note that these phenomena 
could have implications for improving contacts between active 
layers and electron collecting electrodes in some systems.

4. Experimental Section
P(NDI2OD-T2) was purchased from Ossila Ltd., and used without 
further purification. The metallocene OPR was synthesized according 
to the procedure described.[27] Stock solutions with concentrations 
of 0.5 and 5 mg  mL–1 for OPR and P(NDI2OD-T2), respectively, were 
prepared under nitrogen atmosphere in an inert gas box (<0.1 ppm 
H2O, <0.1 ppm O2) using dried and degassed CB. To enable complete 
dissolution of the materials, the stock solutions were stirred overnight. 
Thin films were prepared via spin-coating using standard laboratory 
spin-coaters at 1000 rpm for 1 min to achieve the desired thickness. 
The reported dopant concentration, given in %, is c  = ND/(ND  + NP), 
where ND is the number of dopant molecules and NP is the number of 
monomer units of the polymer as contained in the solutions.

Optical absorption spectroscopy was performed using a Lambda 
950 UV–vis–NIR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Inc.). Doped 
thin films were prepared on quartz glass substrates with thickness 
between 20 and 60  nm. Oxygen exclusion during the optical 
measurements was ensured by using nitrogen-filled boxes with two 
quartz glass windows, sealed by using a vinyl gasket, in which the 
samples were mounted.

Adv. Optical Mater. 2021, 9, 2002039
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Conductivity measurements were performed under nitrogen 
atmosphere using pre-patterned glass substrates with an interdigitated 
ITO electrode structure, purchased from Ossila Ltd. These substrates 
consist of five individual electrode pairs, each having 100 nm thick 
electrodes with five channels of 6  mm width and channel lengths 
ranging from 50 to 200 µm. This enables the separation of contact and 
channel resistance, using the transfer length method.[53] Current–voltage 
(I–V) measurements were conducted using an I–V test board from 
Ossila and a Keithley 2635A source meter. The contact resistance Rcontact 
was determined as the intersection of the linearly fitted resistance–
channel length (R–L) curve with the y-axis. Using the inverse slope S 
of the R–L curve, the film thickness d and the electrode width w, the 
actual bulk conductivity (excluding influences of the contact resistance) 

can be determined via σ = S
w d·

, as described elsewhere.[30] The sample 

conductivity was determined at low electric fields from the Ohmic 
regime of the I–V scans.

For EPR measurements, 50 µL of undoped and 9% OPR-doped 
P(NDI2OD-T2) solutions (prepared at a constant P(NDI2OD-T2) 
concentration), respectively, were filled into 3 mm ID quartz tubes 
inside a nitrogen-filled inert gas box. The solvent was evaporated under 
vacuum, resulting in a film on the inner walls of the EPR tube. The tubes 
were then backfilled with helium and flame-sealed. X-band continuous 
wave EPR measurements were performed at room temperature using 
an ER  4122  SHQE resonator on a laboratory-built spectrometer, which 
consists of a Bruker  ER  041  MR microwave bridge with an ER  048  R 
microwave controller and an AEG electromagnet with a Bruker BH15 
Hall effect field controller. A Stanford Research SR810 lock-in amplifier 
in combination with a Wangine WPA-120 modulation amplifier was 
used for field modulation and lock-in detection. The spectra were 
acquired at a microwave frequency of 9.4 GHz and a microwave power 
of 63 µW with a 100 kHz modulation frequency and 0.1 mT modulation 
amplitude. The spectrum recorded for an empty EPR tube inside the 
resonator cavity was used to perform a background correction. The field 
was calibrated with a standard N@C60 sample with a known g-value.[54] 
Spin quantification was performed with reference to a standard sample 
of TEMPOL in toluene with a known spin concentration, taking into 
account the quality factor of the resonator, determined from the mode 
picture for each measurement.[55]

UPS and XPS measurements of OPR-doped P(NDI2OD-T2) thin films 
on ITO substrates were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber 
with a base pressure of 10−9 mbar. UPS was performed using a non-
monochromated helium-gas-discharge lamp (21.22  eV). In order to 
avoid radiation damage of the samples, an 800 nm aluminum filter 
was used to attenuate the photon flux. For XPS measurements, non-
monochromated Al Kα (1486.7 eV) radiation was used for excitation. 
The spectra were collected in normal emission using a SPECS Phoibos 
100 hemispherical electron energy analyzer. A pass energy of 5 eV was 
used for UPS measurements and 20 eV for XPS. The SECO spectra 
were measured with a bias of −10 V applied to the sample to clear the 
analyzer work function.
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